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S

tatoil commenced production of liquefied natural gas
(LNG) at the Snøhvit LNG plant, northern Norway, on
13th September 2007. After five years of development,
the most northerly gas liquefaction plant in the world has
come onstream (Figure 1).
Part one of this article focused on the scope of
the dynamic simulation study (DSS) performed for the
refrigeration compressors of the plant.1 It outlined the various
phases through which simulations were requested, ending
with the important contribution to the definition of a road map
to the commissioning tests.
Three dynamic models, respectively for the precooling,
liquefaction and subcooling compressors were implemented
during this DSS. Starting from the very powerful and flexible
features of SATE’s COMPSYS™ and MATLAB-SIMULINK®
environments, these models were progressively upgraded,
keeping pace with the new information made available
along the project progress and the evolving, increasingly
demanding, DSS requirements.
Part two will summarise some of the features of the
modelling solutions adopted and continue the comparison
of the simulation results with the data collected during the
machine startup, concentrating on the tandem casing train of
the subcooling cycle compressor (Figure 2).

Main features of the simulation models

The COMPSYS™ models include the thermal and flow
dynamics of heat exchangers, condensate separation drums,
strainers and valves under the action of the various control
system loops, particularly the antisurge and performance
controllers. The main features of the modelling approach has
been described in earlier papers.2, 3, 4, 5 The reader is referred
to these papers for an insight to the criteria and optimisation
procedures recommended for some specific analyses,
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particularly for the advanced methods for sizing SCVs, SPVs
and the implementation of detailed driver torque control
features, to ensure a proper simulation of startup,under
various pressurised conditions. The following synthesis aims
to highlight the most relevant innovations, exploited for the
Snøhvit project.

Thermodynamics

Advanced real gas thermodynamics are the basis for the
COMPSYS™ environment. In particular the Benedict Web
Rubin Starling equation of state (EOS) is implemented,
yet others are available. This BWRS EOS is not trivial
to implement, which is the reason why other simulation
software, particularly those meant for steady simulation of
large entire processes, preferred a cubic form of the EOS
that has a faster and easier numerical solution.
Since its origin COMPSYS™ was aimed at compressor
dynamics, thus no compromise was made in its development,
having as a goal an accurate description of the dynamic fluid
machine interaction.2 The application range of the algorithms
was over the years extended to treat variable phase mixtures,
with a rigorous multicomponent liquid vapour equilibrium, still
based on the BWRS EOS. Even with normally dry mixtures,
these allow a more accurate prediction of the dew point
under transients. In the Snøhvit DSS condensation onset
conditions in the dry plant section were always checked by
properly overlapping the gas and pipes wall temperatures
with this dynamic quantity, which changes with pressure and
temperature for a given mixture composition.

Piping preprocessing and database

An important part of the simulations background work is
the extraction from the PFD, P&ID and isometric drawings,
of all piping and equipment data and their transfer into a
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parameters if a valve is added to a piping section during
the project or if dynamic accuracy considerations suggest
to modify the lumping criteria during the simulation job. This
procedure yields indirectly to a quality assurance verification
of the piping drawings and to a more accurate prediction of
the pressure losses among the various plant sections than
usually possible at the process design stage.

Compressor maps

One of the main innovations developed by SATE and
exploited in the Snøhvit LNG project was the compressors
dynamic map feature. Unlike the former state of the art,
where characteristic maps were assumed as fixed along a
Figure 1. The first LNG tanker leaving Melkoya
simulation, the COMPSYS™ version used in the Snøhvit
island. Source: Allan Klo/Statoil.
project uses algorithms and corrected
(or reduced) coordinates. This approach
allows taking in to account that significant
various of the absolute map sometimes
occur when suction condition changes.
Although the background of the dynamic
maps algorithm is rigorous only for a
single stage machine, it provides a
fundamental improvement of fidelity in
DSS of cryogenic processes.
To understand the importance of
this implementation it must be recalled
that the shape of a compressor map in
absolute coordinates and its sensitivity
to suction condition depends also on the
type of compressor or, in other terms,
on the shape of its map in corrected (or
reduced) coordinates.
If the machine as a whole behaves
Figure 2. Schematic of the simulated subcooling compression system of according to the fan-law, which can be
the Snøhvit LNG refrigeration process.
checked on this latter map, the influence
of suction conditions are small and the
constant speed curves may be scaled and overlapped even
in the absolute coordinates map. This occurs, for instance, in
the low speed range of a compressor or for low compression
ratio designs.
Instead, the more a compressor deviates from the
ideal fan-law behaviour, the greater is the spread among
the absolute curves for the same given absolute speed, at
different suction conditions. The same applies to the surge
and choke limit boundaries if the corresponding points do not
fall along the fan-law parabola (Figures 2 and 3 of the first
part of this article).1
This effect is most important for refrigeration compressors
which undergo higher variations of the absolute temperature
(thus of the speed of sound) than other process compressors,
like gas booster machines or ambient temperature machines.
The compressors used in LNG plants are subject to very
different operating conditions, e.g. during the commissioning
and process startup. This fact proved most critical and
Figure 3. Effect of different antisurge valve
determinant in the definition of certain plant lines, layout and
sizing on the ESD surge prevention effectiveness
operational procedures for the Snøhvit project.
(subsequent optimisation steps results). The path
In the case of the Snøhvit LNG subcooling and
is represented in corrected map coordinates.
liquefaction compressors the warming of the suction gas
unified database. This step allows identifying and checking
tends to shift the absolute head flow curves at constant
the most suited criteria for generating lumped volumes and
speed towards the left-down side of the absolute map
pressure loss elements of the continuum represented by
plane. This has an adverse effect during, for example, an
the piping system. The standardised procedure developed
ESD, since the suction temperature increases, lowering
by SATE in this type of work allows quick changes to the
the flow generated at a given polytropic head and pressure
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ratio. Although the absolute surge limit flow rate reduces,
whether the actual operating point path will remain within the
safe zone or not during an ESD is difficult to predict. This
can effectively be studied by optimisation methods based
on automatic iterative simulations, which consider always
the whole interactive dynamics of the system components
(Figure 3).
The change of the map with temperature is also an
important aspect to be considered for field commissioning
tests, because the speed to match the guaranteed point, in
terms of flow and head, may not be the same as that of the
data sheet, if the tests are made in full recycle mode. The
guaranteed speed in recycle mode cannot be determined
easily by a trial and error approach analysis of the static
maps. Even in the context of dynamic simulations the startup
procedures require some caution to reach certain, apparently
obvious, points on the compressor maps.
Therefore a ‘virtual control’ of the target operating point,
acting, on its own, on the speed and SCV controls set points,
was implemented in these DSS models. This upper level
control is fed back by the instantaneous polytropic head
and flow rate, such that predetermined points on the map
can be reached by automatically combined time histories
of the set points of the real controllers. In this way suitable
operators’ road maps can be derived, as a useful output of
the simulations.

Figure 4. Sensitivity of Cv to discharge volume and
SPV dead time.

Gas flow through valves

The gas dynamics through the valves consider variable
coefficients, not limited to the usual Cv coefficient, as function
of their opening and of the upstream and downstream
thermodynamic conditions. Dynamic flow reversals are possible
at any time if the valves are open and pressures at their
boundaries change. Another important feature exploited during
this project was the dynamics of NRVs. Their flow rate is not
merely assumed to stop when pressure differential reverses.
Instead it decays, by a dynamically dependent duration, i.e.
not as a fixed parameter, but as a result of the inertia and of
the flow in the surrounding piping and on the non linear gas
dynamics. The decaying flow, as opposite to usual stepwise
assumption in other models, delays the plug motion and the
effect of pressure changes at the upstream and downstream
volumes. Furthermore the COMPSYS™ NRV model allows
considering even short flow reversals through the valve
during shutting delays. This behaviour is important and can
compromise NRVs' effectiveness on ESD, if the delay is too
long. The simulations shall highlight these problems, if existing.
The combined influence of gas system volumes, SCV,
SPV dead time and of NRV flow decay characteristic have
been thoroughly investigated by the main author in parallel
to the Snøhvit and other DSS to reinforce the experience
gained by single cases and establish more general design
and optimisation criteria (Figure 4).

Rotating shaft dynamics

The compressor driver speed and torque dynamic control
are important for a reliable prediction of surge conditions
or to check the motor capability to accelerate a train. In
COMPSYS™ the train speed time history is not just imposed
as an input, but is the result of a dynamic control action
based on cascade controllers, starting from the performance
controller (which can be led by multiple controlled variables),
down to the driver torque control and the single degree of
www.lngindustry.com

Figure 5. Subcooling compressor 1st stage.
Comparison between actual and startup test
points (square markers) and those planned by
simulations, overlapped to the absolute maps at
the guaranteed (black), minimum (green) and
maximuum (red) suction temperature conditions.
freedom shaft torque balance. The compressor passive
torque is that occurring at the machine rotor, due to the
instantaneous gas head and flow and to bearings (and gears
if any) friction.
The model implemented allows simulating both the very
fast transient loss of torque during voltage dips and full power
loss, and the rapid but slower torque recovery after the dip
or the smooth ramps to be followed during startup. This
produces, as valuable information, the margin from the limit
torque values at each speed, considering the rotational inertia.
A further use of the model was the establishment of start
sequence ramping rates (rpm/s) to enable the passing over the
many torsional and lateral shaft critical speeds and at the same
time allow pauses for the correct sequencing and positioning
of valves up to the attainment of the minimum operating speed
of the compressor train. It was also necessary to establish fast
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Figure 9. Subcooling compressor 1st stage.
Comparison between the suction pressures
obtained in the startup tests and the simulation
values at the guaranteed point (93% of MCS) and
at the maximum continuous speed (MCS). mfr
normalised to rated values.
ramp rates through ‘no go speed zones’ dictated by electrical
system interharmonic frequencies that would, if certain speeds
were sustained for any period of time, cause torsional damage
to the rotating machinery.

Figure 6. Subcooling compressor 2nd stage.
Comparison between actual startup test points and
those planned by simulations, overlapped to the
absolute maps at the guaranteed, minimum, and
maximum suction temperature conditions.

Figure 7. Subcooling compressor 1st stage.
Comparison between the pressure ratios obtained
in the startup test (solid lines) and simulation
values (dotted) at the guaranteed point (93% of
MCS) and at the maximum speed (MCS). mfr
normalised to rated values.

Figure 8. Subcooling compressor 2nd stage.
Comparison between the pressure ratios obtained
in the startup tests and the simulation values at
the guaranteed point (93% of MCS) and at the
maximum speed. mfr normalised to rated values.
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The startup of the subcooling compressors

After the remarkably good comparison results with the
liquefaction compressor, (a single casing train) shown in
part one, the simulations proved very close to the real test
results also with the more complex two casing tandem and
intercooled subcooling compressor (Figure 2).
In Figures 5 and 6 respectively for the first and second
compressor casings (or stages), the mapped target points at
the minimum operating speed (MOS), the guaranteed point
(GP) speed and the maximum continuous speed (MCS)
are plotted in an absolute coordinates plane above the
main and the extreme maps obtained with the highest and
lowest expected temperatures. The real compressor spot
points, represented by squares, lay slightly aside the target
pattern, represented by the cross points corresponding to the
simulations. The surge limit at MOS of the FAT maps of the
first casing was slightly exceeded during the tests, in order to
detect the real limit with the startup gas at this speed. Near
the MOS the lead in surge control shifts between the two
casings: up to MOS the first casing is closer to its surge limit
line, while at higher speed the second casing is closer. The
antisurge control proved to cope well with this behaviour,
after proper tuning of the startup and speed control sequence
that was optimised by the simulations of phases 4 and 5 of
the DSS (see part one).1
Figures 7 and 8 show a very good match of the
compression ratio of both casings as function of the mass
flow rate through the two casings, with differences between
2% and 5%. The same good approximation is also apparent
in the suction pressure values of the first casing and of the
floating interstage pressure (Figures 9 and 10). Finally the
deviations of the first casing suction temperature and of
the second casing outlet temperature are lower than 4 ˚C
(Figures 11 and 12).
As well as these comparative results at overall system
levels, several point by point cross checks were made
with regards to the main thermodynamic variables (i.e.
enthalpy, specific heats ratio, or kappa, speed of sound)
and of the indirectly measured flow and polytropic head
reached during the tests. All these checks showed that the
COMPSYS™ kernel calculations fit the real state data within
www.lngindustry.com

1%. Furthermore, the same considerations made in part one
of this article with regards to the liquefaction are applicable to
the subcooling compressor.
In particular it is worth noting that, while the extensive FAT
were performed in compliance with the ASME PCT10 code
with respect to the rated process mixture and inlet conditions,
the commissioning process conditions were not part of the
FAT scope. The main purpose of compressor mapping during
the site first startup was to verify and compare the results
gained from the dynamic simulation studies.
Therefore the deviations explored, which are more than
acceptable for engineering purposes, can be explained by
residual differences in the physical conditions and system
parameters, which include:
l Mixture composition, varying during the startup tests
and exceeding by 3 - 5% the mixture molar weight used
in the DSS runs.
l Measurement tolerances of the instrumentation, higher
than the found deviations.
l Different initial temperature conditions, differing by some
degrees from those assumed for the simulations.

Figure 10. Subcooling compressor 2nd stage.
Comparison between the suction pressures
obtained in the startup tests and the simulation
values at the guaranteed points (93% of MCS) and
at the maximum continuous speed (MCS). mfr
normalised to rated values.

Conclusion

The excellent comparative results described in this article
prove that SATE's DSS can be considered as a reliable
solution and can be phased to be planned in due time
within gas processing engineering projects. Nevertheless
the main scope of the comparisons reported, between test
data and simulations, was to show that detailed operational
scenarios can be well anticipated by simulations, such that
commissioning and startup test activities can more easily
be tailored to the essentials. The DSS permitted the sound
verification of the interactive dynamic behaviour of these large
compressors and the variable speed electric drivers with the
dry gas part of the plant process. The discussion addressed
both the relatively slow transitions and stabilised conditions
during the startup test phases and very fast dynamic system
transients resulting from ESDs, power loss and voltage dips.
The benefits between the DSS and the real plant
design and commissioning phases were mutual. While
the DSS provided useful input to the latter, as highlighted
in this article, the records collected during the Snøhvit
compressors startup provided valuable data to confirm
the confidence in the simulation tools used, thanks to the
high quality of the tools and knowledge integrated and the
resulting good match with the reality.
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